Other techniques to arise from the early legacy of speech signal processing include the channel vocoder (VOice CODER) (Dudley 1939) and linear predictive coding (LPC) (Atal 1970; Makhoul 1975 ). In the vocoder, the spectrum is broken into sections called sub-bands, and the information in each subband is analyzed, then parameters are stored or transmitted for reconstruction at another time or site. The parametric data representing the information in each sub-band can be manipulated, yielding transformations such as pitch or time shifting, or spectral shaping. The vocoder does not strictly assume that the signal is speech, and thus generalizes to other sounds. The phase vocoder, implemented using the discrete Fourier transform, has found extensive use in computer music (Moorer 1978; Dolson 1986 ). The introduction of linear predictive coding (Atal 1970) revolutionized speech technology, and had a great impact on musical composition as well (Moorer 1979; Steiglitz and Lansky 1981; Lansky 1989) . With LPC, a time-varying filter is automatically designed that predicts the next value of the signal, based on past samples. An error signal is produced which, if fed back through the time-varying filter, will yield exactly the original signal. The filter models linear correlations in the signal, which correspond to spectral features such as formants. The error signal models the input to the formant filter, and typically is periodic and impulsive for voiced speech, and noise-like for unvoiced speech.
The success of LPC in speech coding is largely due to the similarity between the source/filter decomposition yielded by the mathematics of linear prediction, and the source/filter model of the human vocal tract. The power of LPC as a speech compression technique (Spanias 1994) stems from its ability to parametrically code and compress the source and filter parameters. The effectiveness of LPC as a compositional tool emerges from its ability to modify the parameters before resynthesis. There are weaknesses, however, in LPC, which are related to the assumption of linearity inherent in the filter model. Also, all spectral properties are modeled in the filter. In actuality the voice has multiple possible sources of non-linear behavior, including source-tract coupling, non-linear wall vibration losses, and aerodynamic effects. Due to these deviations from the ideal source-filter model, the result of analysis/modification/resynthesis using LPC or a sub-band vocoder often sounds "buzzy." The compositional interest in vocal analysis/synthesis has at least three foundations. The first is rooted in the human as a linguistic organism, for it seems in the nature of humans to find interest in voice-like sounds. Any technique or device that allows independent control over pitch and spectral peaks tends to produce sounds that are vocal in nature, and such sounds catch the interest of humans. The second compositional interest in using systems that decompose sounds in a source/filter paradigm is to allow for cross-synthesis. Crosssynthesis involves the analysis of two instruments, typically a voice and a non-voice instrument, with the parameters exchanged and modified on resynthesis. This allows the resonances of the voice to be imposed on the source of a non-voice instrument. The third interest comes from the fact that once pitch and resonance structure are analyzed as they evolve in time, these three dimensions are independently available to some extent for manipulation on resynthesis. The elusive goal of being able to stretch time without changing pitch, to change pitch without changing timbral quality, etc., are all of high interest to computer music composers.
Other Popular Synthesis Techniques
Frequency modulation (FM) proved successful for singing synthesis (Chowning 1981 (Chowning , 1989 ) as well as the synthesis of other sounds. As described in communications literature, FM involves the modulation of the frequency of one oscillator with the output of another to create a spread spectrum consisting of side-bands surrounding the original carrier (oscillator that is modulated) frequency. In FM sound synthesis, both the carrier and modulator oscillators typically store a sinusoidal waveform, and operate in the audio band. By controlling the amount of modulation, and using multiple carrier/ modulator pairs, spectra of somewhat arbitrary shape can be constructed. This technique proved efficient yet sufficiently flexible for music composition, and became the basis for the most successful commercial music synthesizers in history. In vocal modeling, carriers placed near formant locations in the spectrum are modulated by a common modulator oscillator operating at the voice fundamental frequency.
Sinusoidal speech 
Spectral Models vs. Physical Models
Synthesis models can be loosely broken into two groups: spectral models, which can be viewed as based on perceptual mechanisms, and physical models, which can be viewed as based on production mechanisms. Of the models and techniques discussed above, the spectrally based models include FM, FOFs, vocoders, and sinusoidal models. Acoustic tube models are physically based, while formant synthesizers are spectral models, but could be classified as pseudo-physical because of the source/filter decomposition. It's possible to interpret LPC three ways: as a least-squares linear prediction in the time domain, as a least-squares matching process on the spectrum, and as a source-filter decomposition. Therefore, LPC is both spectral and pseudo-physical, but not strictly a physical model because wave variables are not propagated directly, and no articulation parameters go into the basic model. Since LPC can be mapped to a filter related to the acoustic tube model (Markel and Gray 1976), it may be brought into the physical camp.
Both physical and spectral models have merit, and one or another might be more suitable given a specific goal and set of computational resources. The main attraction of physical models is that most of the control parameters are those that a human uses to control his/her own vocal system. As such, some intuition can be brought into the design and composition processes. Another motivation is that time-varying model parameters can be generated by the model itself, if the model is constructed so that it sufficiently matches the physical system. Disadvantages of physical models are that the number of control parameters can be large, and while some parameters might have intuitive significance for humans (jaw drop), others might not (specific muscles controlling the vocal folds). Further, parameters often interact in non-obvious ways. In general there exist no exact methods for analysis/resynthesis using physical models. Parameter estimation techniques have been investigated, but for physical models of reasonable complexity, especially those involving any non-linear component, identity analysis/resynthesis is a practical and often theoretical impossibility (Cook 1991b; Scavone and Cook 1994).
Model Extensions and Future Work
Work remains to be done in refining techniques for spectral analysis and synthesis of the voice. For example, a spectral envelope estimation technique like that of Galas and Xavier Rodet (1990) allows more accurate formant tracking on even high female tones, which because of the large interharmonic spacing have proven difficult for analysis systems in the past. There are far more directions for research to proceed in improving physical models and source models for pseudo-physical models of the voice. Most of them involve some significant component of non-linearity, and/or higher dimensional models. The main research areas involve modeling of airflow in the vocal tract, development of more exact models of the inner shape of the vocal tract tube, physical models of the tongue and other articulators, more accurate models of the vocal folds, and facial animation coupled to voice synthesis.
The modeling of flow is a difficult but important task, and until recently it has been confined to theoretical explorations, occasionally verified experimentally with hot-wire anemometry or other flow measurement techniques (Teager 1980) . Mico Hirschberg has begun to make advances in actually photographing flow in constructed models of musical instruments, and the vocal tract (Pelorson et al. 1994 ). These techniques, combined with classical and new theories, should yield greater understanding about air flow and how it affects vocal acoustics. Along with more exact solutions to the flowphysics problems, development of efficient means for calculating the flow simulations, allowing the inclusion of these non-linear effects in practical synthesis models must also emerge (Chafe 1995; Verge 1995).
Constructing a physical model that includes more detailed simulations of the dynamics of the tongue and articulators would allow the model to calculate the time-varying parameters, rather than Computer Music Journal I having the shape, etc. explicitly specified or calculated. Wilhelms-Tricarico (1995) has developed a set of models of soft tissue, and has used these to construct a tongue model. Such models can be calibrated from the results of articulation studies using X ray pellets, magnetic resonance imaging, and other techniques. All of this can combine to yield models that "behave" correctly in a dynamical sense, and give a better picture of the fine structure of the space inside the vocal tract. This latter information is critical if flow simulations are to be accurate.
Vocal fold models continue to be the target of much research, and, like the case of airflow, theories are difficult to conclusively prove or disprove. More elaborate models of the vocal fold tissue are being developed (Story and Titze 
Real-Time Voice Processing and Interactive Karaoke
Recently, commercial products have been introduced that allow for real-time "smart harmonies" to be added to a vocal signal, or implement realtime score following with accompaniment. Vocoders and LPC, by virtue of being analysis/synthesis systems, allow potential for real-time modification of voice signals under the control of rules or realtime computer processes. We will soon see systems that integrate pitch detection, score following, and Cook I sophisticated voice processing algorithms into a
